
HIST 4470.001: History of Women and Gender in the U.S. since 1880 
Spring 2016 • Pomerleau • Environmental 190 • Tu/Th 11:00-12:20 

 
Clark A. Pomerleau, Ph.D.            Email: Clark.Pomerleau@unt.edu 

Office:  Wooten 234             Office Hours:  Tu 1:30-2:30PM, Th 8:00-9:00AM, & by appointment 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course introduces students to major developments in this field and 
the importance of teaching women’s and gender history through primary source documents and 
experts’ essays. The course focuses on female experience to consider changes in social construction 
of gender categories and how gender has worked in relation to class, race, ethnicity, national origins, 
sexuality, geography, family relations, work, and activism. We will look at how power relations 
between variously gendered people have been established, maintained, and disrupted and the role of 
female and male activists in changing society. 
 
REQUIREMENTS/GRADING: 
1. Class conduct: (5% + 5% of grade): This course requires active participation to earn an A in 

class conduct, so that students contribute to each other’s learning. No points are assigned for just 
attending and soaking up the work the instructor and other students present. Answer questions to 
demonstrate reading comprehension, make comments relevant to the discussion, ask questions, 
do any preparation for in-class work, and bring readings and notes from which to cite. Please 
show respect for everyone in the room and for the discussion of ideas and do not engage in 
disruptive behavior (side conversations, cell phones, doing reading or work that does not pertain 
to class, etc.). 

  Because UNT is a heavily commuter campus, traffic can make students late. If you are late 
or must leave early, come or go quietly. In general, allow a reasonable maximum commute time. 

2. 3 Take-home essay exams (30%, 30%, 30%): The goal in written work is to demonstrate that 
you have read the assigned readings, viewed assigned media, written quality lecture notes and 
reviewed them, and know the significance of these aspects of the course for developing a 
coherent understanding of the history. Essays ask students to put together the skills they are 
developing in understanding chronology, historical narrative, and historical evidence and in 
forming solid argumentation. 
 

COURSE READINGS: Get Linda Kerber & Jane de Hart, eds., Women’s America (7th edition) [WA] 
before Jan. 21. Readings are due by class on the date they are under; e.g., 15 pages of reading Jan. 21. 
Access required electronic reserve readings through Blackboard (Blbd). Most are from Ellen 
Skinner, Women and the National Experience (3rd ed.) [WNE] or Michael Kimmel & Thomas Mosmiller, 
eds., Against the Tide: Pro-Feminist Men in the United States 1776-1990 [ATT]. ALWAYS bring the day’s 
readings and your notes on readings to class. 
 
WK  DATE (PAGES/DAY) Topic + READING WITH STARTING PAGE NUMBERS  
I. 1880s-1920 
1) Tu. Jan.19 What is women’s history? Gender as a category of analysis & historical method 

     *What do types of sources tell us? 
 Th. Jan. 21 Race, Ethnicity, and Nationality in the New Society (1890s-19teens) 
  (15pp) WA Wells 349ff, Gilmore 368ff Blbd: WNE Wells 201ff 
    *Compare the quality of evidence for the two Wells pieces. 
2) Tu. Jan. 26 WA Zitkala-Sa 356ff, Pascoe 363ff, Yung 378ff  
  (17pp)  *Read “Categories of Academic Dishonesty” in link under Plagiarism on p.4 of 

syllabus 
 Th. Jan. 28 Immigration, Labor, and Socialism (1890s-19teens) 
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  (17pp) WA Orleck 386ff 
3) Tu. Feb. 2 (8pp)  Blbd: WNE Jones 241ff, Times 244ff Blbd: ATT Creel 173-6 
 Th. Feb. 4 Progressive Era Reform Work (19teens) [12th Class Day—rosters finalized] 
  (24pp) WA Sklar 402ff, M. Sanger 432ff Blbd: ATT Wm. Sanger 349-53 
4) Tu. Feb. 9 WNE Muller v Oregon 258ff, NWTUL 260ff 
  (17pp) WA DuBois 420ff Blbd: ATT Ward 341-7 
 Th. Feb. 11 Pro-Suffrage: Blbd: WNE Shaw 262ff, NAWSA 263, Catt 263, Paul 264 
   (16pp) Blbd: ATT Clarke 234-5, Rhodes 244-5, Crothers 248-9, Terrell 252-3, DuBois 

253-4, Ellis 255-7 
5) Tu. Feb.16 Catch-up or FILM: One Woman, One Vote 
  (2pp) WA *19th Amendment 429ff  
 Th. Feb. 18  FILM &/discussion          Essays due 
 
II. 1917-1950s 
6) Tu. Feb. 23 Wars without Victory? (1917-1920s) 
  (2pp) Blbd: WNE Streetcar Conductors 275ff 
 Th. Feb. 25 (41pp) Debate based on Blbd: TFP Goldman 508-16, Gilman 566-98 
7) Tu. Mar. 1 FILM: It (1927) + WA Brumberg 451ff (8pp) 
 Th. Mar. 3 “The New Deal?” (1930s) 
8) Tu. Mar. 8 WA Jones 512ff, Kessler-Harris 519ff 
  (31pp) Blbd: WNE Le Sueur, Shallcross, Pilcher, Low, Bethune, Ames, Roosevelt 287-298 
 Th. Mar. 10 FILM: The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter 

*Extra Credit Due [41 readings] 
Mar. 14-20     No class—Spring Break 
 
9) Tu. Mar. 22  In the Service of War-Time Society (1940s) [Review your notes on the Life and Times of 

Rosie the Riveter for discussion] 
  (27pp) WA Matsumoto 537ff, Bailey & Farber 544ff, Milkman 553ff 
   Blbd: WNE Women’s Bureau, Houston 308-311         
 Th. Mar. 24 Womanhood as Marriage & Motherhood (1950s)         
  (25pp) Blbd: WNE Scheinfeld, Farnham&Lundberg, Collier 312-318  
   Blbd: “Time Covers…” 374-376, Serlin 384-393, McEnaney 448-454 
10) Tu. Mar. 29 Review & Catch-up  
 Th. Mar. 31 FILM: Standing on My Sisters’ Shoulders            Essays due 
 
III. 1950s-on 
11) Tu. Apr. 5 Civil Rights (1950s-1960s)  
  (24pp) WA Horowitz 577ff, Swerdlow 617ff 
 Th. Apr. 7 WA Payne 631ff, WA Murray 635ff   
   (19pp) Blbd: WNE Robinson, Moody 319-522 
12) Tu. Apr. 12 A World Turned Upside-Down (1950s-1960s) 
   (27pp) WA Title VII 650ff, De Hart 672ff, Friedan 691ff, Title IX 721ff 
 Th. Apr. 14 Legal Rights and Radical Liberation (1970s) 
13) Tu. Apr. 19 WA Hanisch, Redstockings, Radicalesbians, Mainardi, Chavez, Asian, Combahee, 
   (33pp)  Weiss 694-713 
    Blbd: WNE NOW, Griswold v CT 358-362, Mehrhof&Kearon, Chicana, NBFO, 

LFO, NOW 366-371, Roe v Wade 376ff, Lourde 382ff 
 Th. Aprl. 21 The Feminine Refusal and Pro-feminist Men (1970s-1980s) 
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  (14pp)  WA Schlafly 714ff, ERA 719ff, “We were the first” 734ff, Rostker v. G. 738ff 
14) Tu. Apr. 26 Blbd: ATT Cosell, Alda, MANforERA,  Salaam, Wernette et al., Brannon, 406-412,  
  (26pp)  422-431, 443-454 
 Th. Apr. 28 Neoliberalism (1980s-present) 
  (38pp) Blbd: Harvey, A Short History of Neoliberalism, intro-ch. 1   
15) Tu. May 3 Gender within Neoliberalism (1980s-present)  
  (23pp) WA Meritor Savings 741ff, VAWA 743ff, Hillman 754ff, Susan Eisenberg 764ff 
   Blbd: WNE Hill 387ff, Wolf 396ff, Slayton 404ff, Louie 405ff 
 Th. May 5 Review                                                  *Extra Credit Journal 2 Due [46 readings] 
 
 Tu May 10 Essays due 10:30 a.m. 
 
 
STUDENT ACADEMIC RESOURCES 
History Help Center: Wooten 220, 940-565-4772, historyhelpcenter@unt.edu 
UNT Learning Center: http://learningcenter.unt.edu/supportprograms for workshops on note-

taking, study review, test-taking, etc. 
UNT Student Writing Lab: http://writinglab.unt.edu/ Note grammar and style aids under resources 

(including active not passive voice). 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Attend and participate in every class (have the reading read, look, listen, take notes). 
2. Read and refer often to your course syllabus. 
3. Use a calendar planner for deadlines. 
4. Prepare ahead for quizzes, exams and the paper rather than procrastinating. 
5. Visit the professor in office hours or by appointment to ask questions and get help. 
 
Extra Credit: (5% each time if complete—10% total) While not required, your discussion and essay 

preparation benefit immensely from taking notes on readings. Twice in the semester you may turn 
in a typed note-taking journal with a 4-line entry for each of the close to 100 readings. Each entry 
must:   
(1) List each primary source or essay’s author, actual title, and date published when available. 
Date distinguishes contemporary historians from past evidence. 
(2) Determine the main argument or point. Writers always have some purpose for writing, so 
consider what the author wants you to know or believe.  
(3) Evaluate why each piece would or would not convince to you or people of the time. 
Consider the quality and use of evidence. Is it opinion, statistics, personal experience, interviews, 
research from what type of source? Why is the way the author structures arguments with 
evidence convincing or not? Assess specific evidence and cite page numbers.  
(4) Decide for yourself the significance or implications of these arguments. What assumptions 
underlie the arguments or what are the consequences of seeing things in this way? You may 
include critique or concerns about the authors’ assertions.  

Adequate sample entry can be jotted in note form. For example: 
1. Sander L. Gilman, Difference and Pathology , 1985 
2. = 19th-c. thought “diseases”—masturbation, hysteria, neurasthenia, syphilis, incest—based on 
women’s sexual deviance 
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3. = convincing today as example of 19th-c. biases like history as progress, “othering,” 
“evolutionary” hierarchy of people, anti-Semitism, fear of city conditions (Nye, 120), Christian 
idea of Fall, view women inferior (Nye, 121). 
4. = influential thinkers/writers used assumptions of their day to explain women’s sexuality. 
Example of how meaning of women’s sexuality gets constructed by the ideas of a period. 

 
A = 90-100     B = 80-89     C = 70-79     D = 60-69     F = 0-59     all grades rounded to the 100th 

 
CHANGES TO SYLLABUS: The instructor may change the information contained in this course 
syllabus with advanced notice to benefit the progress and needs of the class.  
 
LATE WORK: Late written work without a documented excuse drops 5% per day late (e.g. due 
Tuesday and turned in Wed. → 95%/100% is the highest possible grade). Thursday, May 5 is the 
last day to turn in late work. 
 
PLAGIARISM & CODE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: In your written work, always cite the author or 
title and page number for every idea (quoted or paraphrased) that is not your own. Cheating and 
plagiarism are academic crimes that result in a failing course grade. You cheat by copying or 
providing answers, hints, or help to or from another student. You commit plagiarism if you use 
another person’s ideas or expression in your writing without acknowledging the source. If you quote 
without citing or put someone else’s ideas into your own words without crediting them, you plagiarize. Cite in 
parenthesis or with a full footnote or endnote [e.g. (Pomerleau lecture, 1-14-14) or (WA Zitkala-Sa 
357)]. You need not cite encyclopedia-type knowledge such as birth and death dates or place, the 
names of famous people’s teachers or relatives. By January 21 read “Categories of Academic 
Dishonesty” at: 
http://policy.unt.edu/sites/default/files/untpolicy/pdf/7-Student_Affairs-Academic_Integrity.pdf 
 
DISABILITIES ACCOMMODATIONS: The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic 
accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking reasonable accommodation must 
first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a 
disability is verified, the ODA will provide you with a reasonable accommodation letter to be 
delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may 
request reasonable accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of reasonable 
accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in 
implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of reasonable accommodation for 
every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. 
Students are strongly encouraged to deliver letters of reasonable accommodation during faculty 
office hours or by appointment. Faculty members have the authority to ask students to discuss such 
letters during their designated office hours to protect the privacy of the student.  For additional 
information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website at http://www.unt.edu/oda. You 
may also contact them by phone at 940.565.4323. 

http://www.unt.edu/oda
tel:940.565.4323

